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An Ant Colony Optimisation te hni has been implemented in order to help students roaming
among pedagogi al items proposed by the system of Paras hool (Fren h leading e-learning ompany).
The large number of students rise the idea to use the students instead of arti ials ants to leave stigmergi information on the web-site graph. This di eren e brought many hanges in the original ACO
pro ess, but also a large improvement in the students'guiding system. The on ept of \Man-Hill" has
therefore been introdu ed. In this stage, the need of rating pedagogi al items shows up in order to
present students with strength-adapted items. The Elo automati hess rating pro ess has been applied
to Paras hool system. Thanks to this me hanism, students and pedagogi al items ould be rated. As a
side-e e t, it is also a powerful audit system that an tra k semanti problem in exer ises.
Abstra t:
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Introdu tion

hill" has been introdu ed and analysed [13, 14, 16℄.
In a re nement stage, the level of items and
students needs to be evaluated in order to dire t
students towards exer ises of mat hing level (there
is no point in suggesting an exer ise that is overly
diÆ ult or simple to a parti ular student). The
Paras hool pedagogi al team ould rate the di erent items based on their knowledge and experien e,
but what may seem simple for a tea her may seem
diÆ ult for a student. Moreover the level of the
students must also be evaluated, whi h is quite difult if the student does not have a long enough
intera tion with a human tea her.
A solution to this very important problem was
found in the hess world, with the automati Elorating omputation. After a short des ription of
the Paras hool \man-hill", the hess Elo rating is
des ribed in the se ond se tion and then applied
to Paras hool system in the third se tion. Results
on 3 years data are presented and dis ussed, before
des ribing future developments.

Paras hool (the Fren h leading e-learning ompany,
with 200 000 registered students) was looking for
a system that ould enhan e web-site navigation
by making it intelligent and adaptive to the user.
Sin e their software is based on a graph traversed
by students (where pedagogi al items are nodes and
hypertext links are ar s), Ant Colony Optimisation
(ACO) te hniques [6, 1, 2℄ an apply and show interesting properties: adaptability and robustness.
ACO (developed after the observation of anthills [8, 4℄) uses virtual ants to nd minimal paths
in a graph. In the Paras hool system, the very large
number of students triggered the idea to apply a
similar te hnique using real students rather than
virtual ants, with the aim of optimising pedagogial paths traversing a set of edu ational topi s.
Real-size experimentations have shown that
ant-hill optimisation te hniques developed in
Paras hool do not dire tly apply be ause students
do not behave like arti ial ants. The on ept of
an arti ial \student-hill", or more generally \man1

Standard arti ial ant-hills time-based evaporation te hniques lead to information loss
when used with students, be ause students
are not equally a tive all year long, on all
parts of the graph ( f. g 1).

1 The Paras hool \man-hill"
1.1 The goal
The Paras hool e-learning software is used in
Fren h s hools or by individual students at home
over the internet. Conne ted students have a ess to thousands of pedagogi items (know-hows,
lessons, drills) that were originally deterministi ally
related by hypertext links.
The aim of the presented work is twofold:
1. nd the best su ession of items to maximise
learning,
2. and insert some intelligen e into the system
so that di erent students have a di erent view
of the Paras hool software.



Constraints apply on human students that
simply do not make sense with arti ial ants.
Arti ial ants, for instan e, will never omplain of going several times through the same
ar s. Human students, on the ontrary, will
immediately re ognise a drill that is proposed
for a se ond time and may get fed up with the
system if this happens too often, or if a same
drill is suggested ve times.



So ial inse ts are inherently altruisti : ants or
bees work for their olony and do not mind
exploring a remote part of the environment in
order to nd new food spots. On the ontrary,
one annot expe t a student to explore some
remote bran h of the Paras hool software for
the sake of his fellow-students. Worse: humans annot stand not being treated as individuals, as Nb 6 franti ally shouts in the ult
series from the 60's alled The Prisoner starring Patri k M Goohan: \I am not a number:
I'm a free man."

1.2 Di eren es between humans and
ants
The rst idea was to use Ant Colony Optimisation
(ACO) sin e the two main features of this te hnique
are robustness and adaptibility. Rather than using
arti ial ants as in ACO, the very large number of
users makes it possible to use them dire tly to release arti ial pheromones on the graph, depending
on how they validated an item (su ess or failure).
This stigmergi information an then be used by
other students to hoose their way on the di erent
possible pedagog al paths.
Developing an ant olony optimisation te hnique using human students on the Paras hool
graph has however led to the on lusion that humans do not behave as natural or arti ial ants:
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Figure 1: Number of visits during one
to solve the problem at hand. On the onyear
on the Paras hool system, dependtrary, human students do not follow any paring
on
the navigation mode
ti ular algorithm. They go wherever they like
and an only be suggested to follow a parti Tests have shown that be ause of these di erular path (whi h might be loser to real ants
en
es,
the standard ACO paradigm does not work
behaviour).
straight out of the box. The on ept of \man-hill"
Arti ial ants are permanently a tive on the optimisation has therefore been introdu ed, sin e
entire environment, to the ontrary of stu- what started with a ouple of workarounds is now
dents, who periodi ally go on holiday, and a distin t model with its own features, that an
are studying di erent topi s along the year. be reused in other di erent websites, provided that
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they are visited by a suÆ ient number of human a hieve this, one must nd a way to rate the drills
users.
and the students.
Emergent pro esses are still mostly un ons ious
in human so ieties: many stru tures have emerged
over the Internet without any lear design. Studying the behaviour of our \man-hills" ould allow to
2 Usage of an Elo rating s heme
harness this power to optimise desired features.

in an intera tive tutoring system

1.3 Man-hill optimisation
The solution found to ta kle pheromone evaporation during holidays, for instan e, is to use a similar
me hanism that is not based on time, that we all
erosion. Erosion o urs on all ar s leaving from an
item only when a user validates the item. This erosion (rather than evaporation) ould also be used
on ACO problems that are fa ed with uneven a tivity.
The need for individuality is dealt thanks to introdu tion of multipli ative pheromones, that only
belong to a parti ular student (unlike the umulative pheromones that bear stigmergi information
a essible to all the individuals of the olony).
Standard umulative pheromones allow optimal
paths to emerge, while multipli ative pheromones
applied on umulative pheromones allow to bias the
hoi e for a parti ular individual.
As an example, on e a student has validated an
item, an individual multipli ative pheromone alled
History weight is left on all ar s leading to this item
with a value of 0.1. Therefore, if later on, the student has the opportunity to visit the item again, the
standard pheromone found on the ar will be multiplied by 0.1, therefore tenfold redu ing the probability for the student to be presented this ar .
While global umulative pheromones erode to a
value of 0 (the neutral element of addition), individual multipli ative pheromones erode or evaporate
(depending on their nature) to a value of 1 (the neutral element of multipli ation). In the ase of the
History weight multipli ative pheromone, one an
try to adjust evaporation speed to the (time based)
volatility of the memory of a student, so that a student has a reasonable han e to be proposed again
an already visited node when it is probable he has
forgotten the drill.
A further re nement allowing to tailor the system for a spe i student is to take into a ount the
level of the student, and dire t him towards exer ies he has a reasonable han e to solve. In order to

One ould think of several ways to rate the respe tive diÆ ulty of a drill and the pro ien y of a student. The rst idea that omes to mind is to ask
the tea hers who wrote the item to rate it on a s ale
going from easy to diÆ ult, but this is error-prone
be ause it depends on the judgement of the tea her,
and on the level of the student that is fa ed with
the drill.
A mu h better system would be an automati
rating pro ess for both items and students, but su h
a thing is terribly diÆ ult to alibrate. The hosen
solution was to use a very re ned system alled the
ELO rating [19℄, that has been used in the Chess
ommunity for the last 50 years, where individuals
ompete with ea h other on a regular basis.
This system takes into a ount spe i diÆ ulties, su h as the fa t that
1. human abilities hanges over time due to
learning and aging,
2. performan es an u tuate pun tually (a
ompetitor may be impaired if he is ill during
the ompetition),
3. there is a massive turnover of parti ipants
(some people may stay in the system for a
very short while only).
At the end of the fties, a mathemati ian, A.
E. Elo [19℄, developed a hess rating system, based
on the Thursone Case V Model [18℄ whi h has
been adopted by hess federations worldwide. His
rating system was not the rst one to be tried;
the rst rating list was published in Germany by
Hosslinger, a ording to the Ingo system[20℄. However the Elo-system was mu h more su essful, due
to the fa t that rating-di eren es between two ompetitors (s s ) and mutual winning han es are
mu h more learly related in this system than in
any other. Moreover, Elo was the rst one to use
i
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j

omputers for his al ulations, whi h enabled him
to rate a huge amount of players.
The major interval (unit) used is derived from
statisti s and probability theory. Individual performan es are distributed normally. The standard
deviation of individual performan es is de ned as
200 Elo points.

as well as the use of Elo ratings be oming more
widespread. In the past, Elo-ratings were only alulated for the happy few who were strong enough
to parti ipate in world lass tournaments. Nowadays ratings are available for everybody. As the
amount of players in the pool in reases, the probability of some of them being extremely weak or
extremely strong in reases as well. The expanding
range of Elo-ratings is a normal phenomenon and
2.1 Rating update
does not pose any problems for the system. HowThe equation S (t + 1) = S (t) + K (R
R e ) de- ever, other problems arise be ause of:
s ribes how an original rating S (t) is updated as a
fun tion of the expe ted out ome R e . If i and j are
1. players entering and leaving the rating pool
rated players, one an logi ally expe t the stronger
(turnover),
to win over the weaker. The expe ted out ome is
2. and the in uen e of subpools on ratings.
alled R e . However, the real out ome of the game
R may be di erent, for reasons quoted above.
These fa tor question the \integrity" of the Elo
If R = R e , the rating of the players was a system,
as they an reate a general in ation or
urate. If R 6= R e , the ratings S (t) and S (t)
de
ation
of the global ratings.
need to be updated to re e t the out ome of the
The integrity of the system indi ates to whi h
game.
extent
a given rating s re e ts a same level over
The impa t of the R
R e di eren e is tuned
thanks to a variable K , whi h represents the max- time, and a ross di erent subpools.
imum amount of rating points that an be won in
one game. A high K-fa tor gives more weight to 2.2.1 Turnover
new results while a low value in reases the in u- If no new players enter or leave the pool of rated
en e of earlier performan es. The K-fa tor u tu- players, then every gain in rating by one player
ates between 16 for great players (Elo-rate> 2400) would (ideally) result in a de rease in rating by anand 32 for weak ones (Elo-rate< 2100).
other player by equal amount. Thus, rating points
A ording to the Bradley-Terry Model[18℄, if would be onserved, and the average rating of all
the rating di eren e (S (t) S (t)) is known be- players would remain onstant over time. But, typitween players i and j , the expe ted probability of ally, players who enter the rating pool are assigned
su ess of player i against player j an be de ned low provisional ratings, and players who leave the
as:
rating pool are experien ed players who have above1
R e=
Si (t) Sj (t)
average ratings. The net e e t is this ux of play1 + 10 400
ers lowers the overall average rating. Rating de aThis is the basi formula for the rating system of tion an be de ned more spe ially as the result of
the United States Chess Federation.
a me hanism that auses players'ratings to de line
In the Paras hool system, one an onsider over time when their abilities, on average, improve
that students and exer ises \ ompete" against ea h over time. These players will ompete against unother, with the ni e out ome that one an obje - derrated opponents who are improving, and will on
tively ompute their respe tive Elo rating, indepen- average obtain lower ratings at the expense of the
dently of any biases.
underrated players.
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2.2 In ation and De ation

2.2.2

Sin e the introdu tion of the Elo-rating system in
the world of Chess, the range of values has been
expanding onstantly. This is mainly aused by
hess tournaments be oming in reasingly popular,

In ation and de ation do not only o ur in the rating pool as a whole but also within subpools. A
subpool is a subset of players who keep playing together over longer periods of time without mu h
4

Subpools

onta t with players outside their group. This results in subpools with arti ially low or high ratings. Within the subpool, ratings may still have
a reasonable predi tive value, but as soon as players from a subpool enter larger tournaments, they
will start winning/loosing many points qui kly, until their Elo rating is readjusted with referen e to
the larger pool.
Altogether, the subpool-phenomenon shows
that it is important for players to periodi ally play
against people outside of their sub-pool.

3.1 Turnover
and
Paras hool

the

Sin e the algorithm works straigth out of the box,
the equations and parameters are exa tly the same
in Paras hool as in Chess Tournaments. As soon
as a student rating has stabilized, appli ations are
numerous :
1. Students have a way to know their pro ien y, and visualise their evolution.

subpools

in

As in Chess, turnover in Paras hool represents
students entering or leaving the Elo rating system. These ases happen more often in the beginning/end of the s hool year.
Normally a student should keep his a ount for
several years. In pra ti e, however, s hools unfortunately update student lists and a ounts every
year leading to possible turnover and subpool onerns.
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Figure 2: Average Elo Ratings and number of visits over a three years period.

3. A very interesting side e e t is that the Elo
rating an tell if a drill ontains a semanti
or pedagogi aw (something very diÆ ult to
dete t otherwise, when there are thousands of
di erent items): if an item has an extremely
high Elo rating, this shows that either there is
an error in the exer ise, making it impossible
for students to solve it, or that the exer ise
is mu h too diÆ ult for the students to solve
(indi ating a pedagogi aw). The same goes
for items with very low Elo values, that are either too simple for the students, or that an
be solved using a bypass (not requiring the
mental pro ess planned by the tea her).
The Elo rating of items revealed to be an
invaluable aid to the Paras hool pedagogi al
team if onsidered as an audit system.

3.1.1

Turnover in Paras hool

On g. 2, the number of visits learly shows periods of ina tivity during summer va ations. In between, the Elo rate average of the students tends
to in rease, whi h is a positive result (students are
getting better).
The drop in the beginning of ea h year omes
from the fa t that Paras hool in reased its number
of students from 50 000 to 200 000 over the three
years on whi h data was olle ted (as an be seen
by the in reasing number of visits).
Fig. 2 also shows that the Elo rate of items
tends to de rease year after year. This is be ause to
the ontrary of s hools (that reset student a ounts
4. Finally (and that was the primary goal of the every year) Paras hool does not reset the Elo rating
implementation of the Elo rating), the man- of items, therefore ausing a onstant de ation of
hill system an be re ned to propose items items ratings, as students get better over the years.
5

3.1.2

Of ourse, this 60/40 rate of su ess an only be
attained if the students hoose to follow the manhill suggestions (indi ated by a small ant on the
graphi interfa e). Students who de ide not to follow the hint are onfronted with exer ises of various
diÆ ulty.
A ni e on rmation that things are happening
a ording to the plans omes with the inspe tion
of the di eren e in Elo between students and exer ises during a onfrontation, depending on the
hosen navigation mode ( f. Fig 3).
This graph shows two phases. After a short unstable period ( orresponding to the time needed by
the man-hill to globally nd paths orresponding
to a 60/40 han e of su ess over visited items), in
average, the man-hill system suggests items that
have a 200 Elo di eren e with students. The very
satisfying thing is that the Elo equation says that
a 200 Elo rating di eren e means that the stronger
of the opponents (the student in this ase) has a
60% probability to win the game, whi h exa tly
orresponds to the goal set for the man-hill.

Paras hool subpools

In Chess tournaments, a player an possibly ompete with any other player, even though most ompetitions are held within ountries.
In the paras hool system, it is mu h less so for
several reasons:
1. An item annot ompete agains another item,
and a student annot ompete against another student. This de fa to reates two subpools of a di erent kind however from hess
subpools where subsets of players an play exlusively within their group. The dynami s of
this environment is therefore slightly di erent
from the hess environment.
2. The Paras hool system also shows hess-like
subpools, sin e it hosts di erent grades. Students in a grade will most ex lusively ompete with items of their grade, meaning that
the rating of items of di erent grades may not
be onsistent.
A more pre ise analysis is ne essary in order to
understand the in uen e of these subpools.
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3.2 Man-hill feedba k and overall difulty of the Paras hool e-learning
software

0

−200pts

When the Paras hool man-hill was rst elaborated
three years ago, the nave on eption we had of the
system had us ask it to maximise su ess on all
items, hoping that the man-hill ould possibly nd
an optimal progression within the items allowing
students to su eed all the time.
This a tually worked too well, as paths emerged
that found the shortest way to omplete a lesson,
while visiting the easiest items. This was very enouraging as it showed that the man-hill was doing
its job well, even though it did not exa tly orrespond to what the pedagogi al team had in mind.
The goal was then hanged to have the system
aim for items on whi h the students would have a
60% han e of su ess. The idea of the pedagogi al
team for this 60/40 rate was that it is ne essary to
fail periodi ally, in order to learn something. However, it was onsidered as en ouraging if students
ould nevertheless su eed 60% of the times (rather
than aiming for a 50% han e of su ess).
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Figure 3: Cumulative di eren e between student rating and item rating
in e e tive onfrontations depending on
the type of navigation over one year.

4 Con lusion
Despite the imperfe tions of the Elo rating, the system has proved its stability for the last 50 years in
the Chess tournament environment. By adding this
automati rating system to the man-hill pro ess,
Paras hool hopes to have a good idea of students'
and items' level. While tea hers are proposed a
6

high quality feedba k on the ontent and relevan e
of proposed drills, students ould follow their relative progression (relative, as an absolute value has
no lear pedagogi al meaning).
For the moment, the Elo rating is omputed inside the system and has shown that the man-hill
paradigm ll the wishes of the pedagogi al team
by suggesting items of the righ strength (60% su ess rate orresponding to a di eren e of 200 Elo
rate between the student and the drill). A tually,
the Elo progression is slightly higher for students
who do not follow the man-hill hints. This suggests that items proposed by the man-hill system
(60% han e of su ess in average) are too simple
for the students, not allowing them to in rease their
Elo rate as rapidly as if they were presented with
harder drills. This observation would vote for a
lesser bias (50% for instan e) but this may dis ourage some students from using the system. This deision is therefore a strategi one, to be made by the
Paras hool management and pedagogi al teams.
The next step will be to show to students the
level of the proposed items. By this way, the system ould see the behaviour of ea h student fa ing
diÆ ulties. For instan e, when a student de ide
by her/his own to do a tough item, she/he will be
lassi ed as a pugna ious student. After that, the
man-hill pro ess ould adapt to those students by
in reasing the level of the proposed items. On the
ontrary, the level will be lower for students who
need to be en ouraged.
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